National Document
For a new Lebanon
In light of the economic, social and political crisis and unprecedented collapse, women and
businessmen in Lebanon believe that the situation should be approached with a new vision based
on a comprehensive methodology that begins with the private sector demanding a civil, neutral,
decentralized state, and digital management that ensures transparency and the fight against
corruption.
An open homeland, maintaining its historical Arab depth and maintaining its openness to the world
in its east and west, and building its future on a culture of peace and on productive and responsible
economic liberalism. A country whose foreign policy is based on economic priorities.
A sovereign and free homeland, where people gather around their national army and their just
and independent judiciary, which together form a fortress of inviable security and are essential to
the success and sustainability of this Charter.
The document also aims to establish a new social and economic model that encourages
reinvestment and contributes to the gradual recovery of the competitive economy away from the
unproductive mediation economy, the rentier economy and the shadow economy.
The proposed comprehensive solution requires the participation of all components of society and
their convergence around the most successful economic model represented by the private sector,
which continues to preserve the remaining elements of life and the only one capable of rebuilding
on solid foundations.
.
We are aware of the difficulty of what we aspire to, but we are determined to draw up a pioneering
road map based on shared values and a true spirit of citizenship. We also believe that missing
this opportunity, which may be the last, leads to the establishment of Lebanon as a failed state
from which intellectual minds escape and lose the rest of their productive sectors, thereby
exposing the essence of their existence to real dangers.
The progress of this proposed economic and social charter must be accompanied by the
necessary reforms required in cooperation with the International Monetary Fund, relying on publicprivate partnership, securing a social safety net and restoring Lebanon to its leading natural role
in the region and the world.
This national document is aimed at the private sector and all components of Lebanese society to
form together the main locomotive that leads Lebanon towards a new and bright dawn in which
the people of the country are integrated and economic zones are integrated.
The Lebanese Businessmen and Women's Association visits all Lebanese regions from Beirut to
the south, the north and the Bekaa, with the aim of bringing together all Lebanese economic
components around this charter in conjunction with a code of conduct and ethics in order to keep

up with the current phase with a unified vision that paves the way out of the status quo towards
citizenship and modernity.

